MARS and Spark are two popular parallel computing frameworks and widely used for large-scale data analysis. In this paper, we first propose a performance evaluation model based on support vector machine (SVM), which is used to analyze the performance of parallel computing frameworks. Furthermore, we give representative results of a set of analysis with the proposed analytical performance model and then perform a comparative evaluation of MARS and Spark by using representative workloads and considering factors, such as performance and scalability. e experiments show that our evaluation model has higher accuracy than multifactor line regression (MLR) in predicting execution time, and it also provides a resource consumption requirement. Finally, we study benchmark experiments between MARS and Spark. MARS has better performance than Spark in both throughput and speedup in the executions of logistic regression and Bayesian classification because MARS has a large number of GPU threads that can handle higher parallelism. It also shows that Spark has lower latency than MARS in the execution of the four benchmarks.
Introduction
Cloud computing has increased exponentially because of the increasing demands in storing, processing, and retrieving a large amount of data in a cloud cluster. Apache Hadoop [1] is proposed as a framework that allows for the distributed processing of large data sets, which use a simple programming model through a cluster. It is crucial for processor architects to understand what processor microarchitecture parameters affect performance [2] . MapReduce is one of the main components of Hadoop, which is parallelized scalable for computing frameworks. Several applications based on Hadoop are widely used in machine learning, data mining, and graph processing due to its simple interface [3] . Encouraged by the success of the CPU-based MapReduce, a MapReduce framework on graphics processors is proposed in [4] . Spark [5] is another cluster-computing framework that supports the MapReduce paradigm yet does not depend on it. Among them, Spark gains the most popularity because it outperforms Hadoop significantly for interactive and iterative applications. A clear understanding of system performance under different circumstances is key to make decision in resource management and task planning, such as providing decisions for the hardware configuration of nodes in the cluster and the adjustment of system parameters.
Since time critical and high performance is necessary for dealing with these tasks, the throughput of server CPUs and I/O is a serious challenge when dealing with massive data [6] . e performance cannot satisfy the requirements of data processing for the traditional technical architecture, such as data processing, data storage, fault tolerance, and data acquisition. MapReduce is a calculation model based on CPU, which involves two procedures: Map and Reduce. Since CPU supports only a few outstanding memory accesses, fetching massive data from memory can lead to significant latency. Consequently, the high parallelism of query processing is difficult to explore in alleviating the memory access latency. As a result, the CPU cache could not help much in reducing the memory access latency due to its small capacity. GPU has been recently utilized in various domains, including highperformance computing. GPU can be regarded as massively parallel processors with 10x faster computation and 10x higher memory bandwidth than CPU. GPU has a strong ability in parallel computing and is composed of thousands of computer units [7] . GPU is especially suitable for dataintensive parallel computing mainly because it utilizes a number of threads to process different data at the same time. MARS is a GPU-based MapReduce, which is designed for batch tasks, but it is also widely used for iterative tasks. Spark is a parallel computing engine which is designed mainly for iterative tasks, but it is also used for batch tasks. Spark has an advanced DAG execution engine that supports acyclic data flow and in-memory computing. Spark provides a variety of data set operations called resilient distributed data sets (RDDs) [5] , which implement in-memory data structures by using cache intermediate data across a set of nodes. Since RDDs are kept in memory, they are efficient for algorithms that need multiple iterations. However, the input data type and size can affect the performance of Spark and MARS on a particular job significantly. In design and implementation of algorithms, it will be extremely difficult in predicting the performance metric of a job with limited computing capability, such as execution time, throughput, resource consumption, and latency [8] .
Given the increasing use of parallel computing frameworks, the design of methods that allow one to understand and predict the performance of such applications is appealing [9] . Evaluation performance modeling is crucial in both researching and engineering work to gain insights into which part of the complex systems [10] . Evaluation performance models are attractive tools that serve the purpose as they might provide reasonably accurate task performance estimates such as throughput and execution time and ultimately help one to answer the aforementioned questions, at significantly lower cost than simulation and experimental evaluation of real setups [11] .
ey are usually used as a means to state a parallel computing system which is influenced by a wide range of equations.
Multifactor line regression (MLR) [12] is an important method in statistical analysis and data mining and is widely used in the field of engineering technology. e traditional MLR prediction model is only suitable for small-scale input sample data and can only run on a single node. When the input sample data size increases, it tends to slow down due to the increase of the amount of computation or cannot even get the conclusion within the valid time.
is is because matrix multiplication is a basic operation in MLR prediction. When the input data are large, high-order matrices are formed, and the product operations of high-order matrices have higher time complexity. Since the calculation process needs more system resources, the computational efficiency is reduced. Expanding the computational complexity of matrix multiplication and reducing its computation time will meet the requirements to deal with large-scale data of the MLR prediction model. Support vector machine (SVM) [13] is a kind of binary class classification model, and its basic model is defined as the largest linear classifier on the feature space. In particular, analytical techniques based on SVM have been used to analyze and predict the performance of various distributed and parallel systems. Since SVM does not involve probability measurement and laws of large numbers, it only requires small sample data. SVM can effectively achieve from the training sample to predict the test data inference process. e learning strategy is the interval maximization, which can be transformed into a convex quadratic programming problem. e final decision of the SVM is determined by some support vectors, not by the dimensions of the sample data.
e process to classify data sets by SVM involves mapping the input space to the high-dimensional feature space through preselected nonlinear mappings. SVM can identify key sample data and eliminate redundant data, which means it is insensitive to the increase and decrease of unsupported vectors.
e process of the SVM is easy to implement and robust. To summarize the description, SVM and MLR are two major performance evaluation methods. We apply both to the parallel computing framework to compare which one has higher accuracy in terms of execution time and resource consumption requirement.
Our work aims to build an analytical evaluation model for parallel computing frameworks and to deploy MARS and Spark on the cloud computing environment. By comparing two evaluation models, we conclude that SVM has higher accuracy in predicting than MLR. e purpose of studying benchmarks is to help big data's clients select the appropriate framework for processing data. Our major contributions are as follows:
(1) We propose an evaluation performance model based on the machine learning method SVM for parallel computing frameworks and have given a comparison with MLR. (2) We study four benchmarks on MARS and Spark, respectively, which conduct a detailed analysis to understand how MARS and Spark process batch and iterative jobs.
e rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces the background and related works. Section 3 presents the analytical performance modeling techniques. In Section 4, a performance evaluation model is proposed based on SVM and gave a performance comparison with MLR. Section 5 illustrates the implementation and analysis experimental results of four benchmarks for MARS and Spark. e whole paper is concluded in Section 6.
Related Works
Big data has wide applications, such as batch processing, stream processing, interactive analysis, and query processing. ere have been many proposals for performance analysis techniques specific to parallel computing frameworks both in evaluation performance models and benchmarks. ere are several implementations of the MapReduce model, specifically in terms of workload, task scheduling, and heterogeneous environments [14] [15] [16] . Zhang et al. [17] proposed a distributed HOPCM method based on MapReduce for very large amounts of heterogeneous data. Vianna et al. [18] presented an evaluation model that estimates performance for a Hadoop online prototype using the job pipeline parallelism method. Zhang et al. [19] reviewed the emerging researches of deep learning models for big data feature learning and pointed out the remaining challenges of big data deep learning. In [3] , machine learning techniques were applied to predict the performance of MapReduce workloads. e modeling approach consists in correlating the preexecution characteristics of the workload with measured postexecution performance metrics. Considering other parallel computing frameworks, Wang and Khan [8] proposed a prediction model for Apache Spark, which simulates the execution of the actual job by using only a fraction of the input data and collects execution traces (e.g., I/O overhead, memory consumption, and execution time) to predict job performance for each execution stage individually. Chawla et al. [20] evaluated the performance of a cloud workstation from the perspective of the mathematical analysis model, using impact benchmarks such as CPU, internal memory, and network bandwidth to conduct an integrated evaluation of the system impact caused by di erent parameters in an application, with the use of a comprehensive fuzzy evaluation model.
Queuing models are also used to model the performance for a computing framework. In a queuing model, hardware and software resources are represented by a service center that includes a server and an associated queue. Speci cally, this approach operates through two steps: (i) jobs are spawned at a fork node in multiple tasks and then (ii) they are submitted to queuing stations that, in turn, model the available servers. Markov models are used to solve queuing network models, which are based on a representation of the system by a state diagram and capture all possible states that the modeled system may nd itself, as well as the possible transitions between such states and the rates at which such transitions occur. However, the limitation of Markov models is the complexity, such that the size of the state space grows exponentially with the number of tasks.
Kavulya and Gandhi [21] predicted Hadoop processs execution time by using behavior analysis of Hadoop users and logistic regression algorithm to measure the similarities of jobs. However, the result accuracy of this approach is unstable and required a large amount of historical data. Ganapathi [3] analyzed the performance of the loaded historical operation information prediction system by using the machine learning algorithm. ey extracted historical operation information on jobs and proposed a resource scheduling model that ensures jobs could nish in a speci c time. Popescu et al. [23] worked on the issues of execution time prediction on the network-intensive iterative algorithm on MapReduce. However, their study mainly focused on the iterative algorithm that requires representable tuning data in order to achieve high prediction accuracy. Zhang et al. [24] attempted to base distributed computing jobs on heterogeneous machines and to predict job completion time based on boundary-based performance modeling. Its aim is to evaluate the upper and lower limits of task completion time to predict job performance. In [25] , the author proposed a performance evaluation model for parallel computing models deployed in cloud centers to support big data applications, such that a big data application is divided into lots of parallel tasks and the task arrivals follow a general distribution.
Analytical Performance Modeling Techniques
In this section, we conduct a detailed analysis to understand analytical performance modeling techniques. Various techniques have been applied to model the performance of computer systems. Superplane segmentation of the training data in the high-dimensional attribute can be achieved to prevent nonlinear surface segmentation calculation in the original input space. First, the linear binary classi cation problem is described mathematically as follows:
where x ∈ R n is the training sample and y ∈ −1 + 1 { }denotes two di erent categories. For sample T, there is at least one sort line that separates positive and negative samples. is sort line can be described as
As illustrated in Figure 1 , countless dividing lines exist between H 1 and H 2 . For the two-dimensional space, we want to nd the best divider line. For the n-dimensional space, our ultimate goal is to nd the best classi cation of the superplane, that is, to nd the nal decision-making boundaries.
For the binary classi cation problem, the process of nding the largest desired classi cation line is described as follows: assume that the current direction of law w has been determined. For an arbitrary line parallel to H and between H 1 and H 2 , the training data set T can be classi ed correctly.
e classi cation line is not uniquely determined by W. e sort line is translated to the upper left until it reaches the hollow sample point straight line H 1 , right to the bottom of the collision to the solid sample point to obtain a straight line H 2 . All the w lines with direction between H 1 and H 2 can be e straight line H in the middle of H 1 and H 2 is chosen as the optimal classification line because it has the largest classification interval for the two types of training samples. e classification of the unknown data tuples is more accurate than that of the other lines, and finally, the problem is transformed into the direction of the solution.
Based on the assumption that the direction of law W has been determined, after normalization, the expressions of H 1 and H 2 are as follows:
e expression for H is
According to the distance between the parallel lines, the distance between H and H 2 is 2/||w||, where ||w|| is the norm of the normal vector W. e problem is transformed into a formula under the case of maximization:
To facilitate the Lagrangian operation, the aforementioned solution to the maximum value of the problem is transformed into the following minimum value:
e following Lagrangian function is introduced:
where a i for i � 1, 2, . . . , n is the Lagrangian multiplier, according to the Lagrangian extreme value of the theorem; that is, for the Lagrangian trapped on the minimum value of W and b, according to the following extreme conditions:
which can be obtained as
We can obtain the result after the extreme value of the results in the original simplified form:
e equivalence of the dual issues is as follows:
e optimal solution a * � (a * 1 , a * 2 , . . . , a * n ) t in the dual problem can be solved by the sequential minimal optimization (SMO) algorithm [26] :
Finally, the final form of the decision function corresponding to the superplane is
Performance Model
We start this section with a brief review. We propose an evaluation performance model based on SVM in Section 4.1. In Section 4.2, we select and analyze some parameters to evaluate the performance computing framework.
Evaluation Model Based on SVM.
In this section, we apply SVM into the performance evaluation of the MARS and Spark frameworks. We comprehensively evaluate the performance of these two parallel computing frameworks and present representative results of a set of experiments. Experiment evaluation is discussed in the next section.
As the standard of the test indicators are inconsistent and some of the indicators are large, the above indicators are standardized and the indicators are limited to the range [0, 1] to reduce the effect of the numerical size on the statistical results. Suppose there are N items, the kth item of the ith index a ki can be standardized as follows:
Since execution time, throughput, speedup, resource utilization, and latency are cost functions, then input is 1 − a ki , for 0 ≤ 1 − a ki < 1. When the five indicators are processed by the kth project, we denote execution time, throughput, speedup, resource utilization, and latency as PI k0 , PI k1 , PI k2 , PI k3 , and PI k4 .
Suppose there are several linear separable samples x and their classes y, which denote (x i , y i ) , i � 1, 2, . . . , n, x i ∈ R d , where n is the number of training samples, d is the dimension of the training sample, and y ∈ (−1, +1) is the category label. For a nonlinear separable sample, the linear problem is mapped from the original space to a highdimensional space by the nonlinear mapping Φ, and then, the optimal classification surface is obtained in the highdimensional space. According to the functional theory, the kernel function K(x i , y i ) corresponds to the inner product of a certain transformation space, which just needs to stratify the Mercer condition, such that K(x i , y i ) � Φ(x i )Φ(y i ) without knowing the specific form of Φ(x i ). In the original space, the class equation Φ(x i ) � 0 should satisfy the constraint
where w is the weight vector for the classification plane, ξ i represents the slack variable, and b is the threshold. e optimal classification surface is to maximize 2/||w||; thus, the optimal classification surface is transformed into the minimum value of (1/2)w 2 + c∑ n i�1 ξ i under conditional constraints, which is considered as the minimum misclassified sample and the maximum classification interval when determining the optimal classification surface, where the constant c > 0 is the penalty function, which controls the degree of penalty for the misclassified sample. is problem is transformed into a simpler duality problem by the Lagrange function, which is intended to compute the maximum value of function under constraints of ∑ n i�1 y i a i � 0 and 0
where a i represents the multiplier or the optimization factor of Lagrange, which must satisfy a i y i [wΦ(
A sample corresponding to a ≠ 0 is called a support vector sample (SVs). It is the support vector sample that determines the final classification result. For a given test sample x, the optimal classification function of the support vector machine classifier is
where sign(·) is the symbolic function. e sign of the function f(x) determines the category to which the subordinate belongs, which is the support vector machine. e establishment of the SVM model based on parallel computing frameworks is described as follows:
(1) Fuzzy scoring the computation frameworks according to the five parameters PI k0 , PI k1 , . . . , PI k4 put the performance of the calculation framework into five levels, and each level has a different value: 1 is very bad, 2 is bad, 3 is average, 4 is good, and 5 is excellent. (2) Selecting a number of computing frameworks that have been graded by experts as learning samples (x i , y i ), where x i is a 5-dimensional vector. Let PI k0 , PI k1 , . . . , PI k4 , y i be a 5-dimensional vector which denotes five performance levels of the computing framework. (3) Selecting the appropriate kernel function and the parameter value and obtaining the classification discriminant function by using the SVM for sample training.
(4) Evaluating the performance of the computing frameworks by using the obtained classification function.
e tasks can be divided into multiple stages, with each stage containing multiple tasks. is can be represented by (8) and (9):
where M is the number of stages in the job, and each job is labelled with i. N is the number of tasks in the ith stage. is calculation process enables prediction to execution time by the SVM. We assess the prediction ability of the forecasting function by using the following estimated methods: mean absolute error:
), and goodness-of-fit determination coefficient:
where a i is the actual value, a i is the mean value, and p i is the prediction value.
Results of the Evaluation Model.
In this section, we use multifactor line regression (MLR) to provide a comparison. As for MLR, we build a single hidden-layer neural network. At first, the network is initialized with random numbers. We construct the evaluation model by tuning sample data to solve for the benchmark's corresponding parameter β. Execution time is affected by the number of cores used (cores), the amount of data (nums), and internal memory (mem). e standard coefficient of each factor's time effect to logistic regression is listed in Table 1 , and Bayesian Classification and PageRank are listed in Tables 2 and 3 .
From Table 1 , it can be observed that, for logistic regression, the benchmark "cores" account for the biggest value. It means that more number of CPU cores gives the less consumption of execution time.
Similar to logistic regression, the parameters of the Bayesian classification are illustrated in Table 2 . e same number of CPU cores is needed for the Bayesian classification.
As shown in Table 3 , the iterative computing PageRank, benchmark "memory" accounts for the biggest value. us, we can conclude that the more the amount of internal memory allocated, the shorter the execution time of the job. From Table 4 , HiveQL query takes up a lot of memory resources to interact with data from multiple data sources (Table 5 ).
e prediction samples are imported into this model. ese prediction samples sizes are 10G, 20G, and 50G. e number of cores used was 6, and the internal memory was 30G. e experiment showed that the predicted execution time for both types of the job is within the prediction range. Results from repeated experiments showed that the predicted job execution time has an error within 10% when compared with the mean value.
We compared the results from the evaluation model based on SVM with those from the MLR model by computing the estimated methods. e remarkable advantage of Mobile Information Systemsthe SVM is that MLR can suffer from multiple local minima, and the solution to an SVM is global and unique. Two more advantages of the SVM is that it has a simple geometric interpretation and gives a sparse solution. Unlike MLR, the computational complexity of the SVM does not depend on the dimensionality of the input space. MLR uses empirical risk minimization, while the SVM uses structural risk minimization. e results are shown in Table 6 , in which the evaluation model based on SVM has a higher fitting degree. Experiment results show that the SVM has a higher accuracy than MLR in predicting execution time.
Experiment Evaluation
In this section, we present the experiment results, which evaluate and characterize MARS and Spark, in terms of execution time (i.e., job running time), throughput (i.e., the number of tasks completed per minute), speedup (i.e., ratio of the execution time), system resource (e.g., CPU, memory, and I/O) utilizations, and latency.
Benchmark Model.
In this section, benchmarks including logistic regression, Bayesian classification, PageRank, and HiveQL queries are classified into four categories as shown in Table 7 . All test data are created by the data generator provided in HiBench suite [27] . HiBench is a new, realistic, and comprehensive benchmark, which is suited for Hadoop and consists of a set of Hadoop programs including both harvest microbenchmarks and real-world applications. We use HiBench in the Hadoop framework as a standard of execution time, throughput, speedup, system resource utilization, and latency.
e Bayesian classification and PageRank are provided as examples in MapReduce library files, and the Spark versions are provided by HiBench [27] . Logistic regression [2] and Bayesian classification are widely used regression, classification, and recommendation algorithms for machine learning applications. Logistic regression (LR) is a popular method to predict a categorical response. It contains three different kinds of data types, including categorical data, continuous data, and binary data. e Bayesian classification workload implements the trainer part of naive Bayesian. Naive Bayes is a multiclass classification algorithm with the assumption of independence between every pair of features. PageRank is a representative and popular graph computation algorithm. HiveQL is compiled into MapReduce jobs executed on Hadoop, which is proposed to support queries expressed in a SQL-like declarative language. It is mainly used to simplify storing and accessing big data.
Execution Time.
Execution time is one of the indicators to evaluate the performance of a program. In MARS, every job reads its input data, processes them by using caches of CPU and GPU, and then writes them back to HDFS. e next job is to repeat the read process and write cycle after the previous job done. Spark implements inmemory data structures to cache intermediate data of nodes by using RDDs function. e execution time can reflect the execution efficiency of different frameworks in the same batch of data.
5.1.2.
roughput. e system throughput or aggregate throughput is the sum of the data rates that are delivered to all terminals in the network [28] . roughput is essentially synonymous to digital bandwidth consumption, and it can Mobile Information Systems be analyzed mathematically by applying the queuing theory, in which the load in packets per time unit is denoted as the arrival rate (λ) and throughput in packets per time unit is denoted as the departure rate (μ). MARS puts data in the caches of GPU and CPU, while Spark receives and processes data in the main memory which keeps data in memory for fast accesses to achieve high performance and high throughput. Without the bottleneck of performance, there is a certain link between throughput and the number of virtual users, which can be calculated by the following formula:
where S denotes the throughput of the system, k i is the execution times of the ith operation, T represents the whole running time of the system, and N represents the number of virtual users.
As a critical component in many Internet service systems, such as Facebook, YouTube, and Twitter, data processing is critical to provide quality services to end users with high throughput.
Speedup.
We define the speedup as the ratio of the execution time on MARS to that on Spark. In computer architecture, speedup is a process for increasing the performance between two systems processing the same problem. e notion of speedup was established by Amdahl's law, which particularly focused on parallel processing [29] . However, speedup can be used more generally to show the effect on performance after any resource enhancement. After obtaining the parallel execution time and the percentage of serial time, the speedup can be achieved by replacing these values into the formula as
where pctPar is the percentage of execution time that can be parallel code and p is the number of processor cores in parallel program runtime. When calculating the speedup ratio, the serial execution time is normalized as 1 in this formula. e parallel execution time is the denominator, equal to the percentage of serial time (1 − pctPar) plus the percentage of execution time of the parallel code divided by the number of processor cores (pctPar/p).
Resource Utilization.
Resource utilization refers to the proportion of the different resources of the system (such as CPU, memory, network bandwidth, and others) in the occupied state of the average time. e utilization indicator can reflect the use of the system resources throughout the operation and accurately describe the use of the system resources. Let k i denotes the execution times of the ith operation, and then the ratio of resource utilization E j of j is
where O ij is the time of possession of resources of j by the ith operation and T is the whole running time of the system.
Latency.
Spark only supports a small number of outstanding memory accesses, and an increasingly long delay is spent on waiting for data to be fetched from memory. Consequently, the high parallelism of query processing is hard to be explored to hide the memory access latency. MARS provides simple and many computing units for massive data parallel operations supported by high memory bandwidth. Extremely fast context switch among threads in a warp can help tolerate memory access latency. We use I/O cost, memory cost, and CPU cost to measure running tasks, in which I/O cost depends on the performance of disk, such that the higher the performance of disk, the less the time in reading and writing the same data. e most complex costs in MARS are CPU costs appearing in data parsing, executing Map function or Reduce function, data serializing, and data sorting. Generally, there is more memory cost in the Spark task; thus, how to accurately measure and estimate this cost is one of the most challenges for modeling the MARS and Spark.
Experiment Descriptions.
We perform MARS and Spark on a cluster of three servers with the same physical configurations, with one master and two slave nodes. e configuration of each server is as follows: Nvidia GTX1060 GPU, Intel Xeon E5-2670 16 processors running at 3.3 GH, 1 disk with 6 TB each, and 64 GB of physical memory. us, our cluster has 48 cores CPU, 18 TB locally attached storage, and 192 GB RAM. e source code of implementations can be downloaded from https://github.com/hanzhijie/XinyuLv.
In this paper, we run these four applications on MARS and Spark, respectively. Our experimental data set was downloaded from https://github.com/intel-hadoop/ HiBench. e five parameters execution time, throughput, speedup, resource consumption, and latency draw column charts by using the data based on the results consistent with the premise.
Results on Benchmarks.
For the shuffle stage in the execution of tasks, we first analyze the shuffle process in MARS and Spark. Shuffle stage is an operator that expresses many-to-many dependencies, which is the link between the Map phase and the Reduce phase in MARS, such that the Reduce task reads one data from each Map task. Shuffle is typically divided into two parts: the Map phase of the data preparation and the Reduce phase of the data copy. MARS is mainly used for large data Map/Reduce operation in parallel processing. Massive threads of GPU are assigned for the Map and Reduce tasks during the parallel processing, where each thread is processed as key/value pairs. In MARS, data are input into the main memory in the form of key/value pairs, and the key/value pairs are copied into graphics memory while starting GPU computing and then performing Map/Reduce operation. Driver program and Worker node play key roles in Spark, in which the Driver program is the starting point for the implementation of Spark application and used for operations and allocations of tasks. Multiple workers control the computation node and create executor parallel processing tasks. At the beginning of processing, the Driver program distributes the task and the le, and the compression package depended on the task on the corresponding Worker nodes. Meanwhile, executor handles the tasks of the corresponding data partition.
Logistic Regression.
Logistic regression is the most commonly used machine learning algorithm for categorizing data and building recommendation systems. As a machine learning classi er, it can be used to predict continuous or categorical data. e algorithm uses the stochastic gradient descent to train the classi cation model. e implementation of MARS is similar to that of MapReduce based on CPU, which is composed of two stages of Map and Reduce. For Map stage, the input data are divided into multiple blocks by split operation so that the number of blocks is equal to the number of threads. In such way, a GPU thread just only responds to a single piece of the same number of data so that each thread of GPU can be load balanced. After each Map task is completed, the results are passed to the merge operation and added. For Spark, the input data set is kept in the memory through RDD abstractions, and the parameter vector is calculated, updated, and broadcast in each iteration. e input data points are assigned to clusters with a closest centroid, and new centroids are created by these points assigned in the clusters.
ese steps are repeated until it converges. Each time, MARS needs to store the intermediate results back to the disk. However, Spark keeps data in memory. When the data size is smaller than 30G, Spark has improvements on throughput than MARS, which is up to 1.5 times. Figure 2 represents an execution time performance comparison for logistic regression between Spark and MARS. When the le size is greater than 40G, Spark has an obvious decrement as represented by Figure 3 .
Spark introduces RDD (resilient distributed data set) model in which intermediate data are stored in the form of RDD, and RDD stored is distributed in the memory of the slave node, which reduces the number of disk reading and writing in the calculation process. RDD also provides a cache mechanism, which reduces MR2 and MR3 repeat reading the same data with respect to MapReduce. Spark has better performance than MARS in that the speedup is up to 1.05 times as shown in Table 8 . However, the advantage is bounded by the memory. e speedup decreases when the data are more than 40G and has a minimum value with 0.81 times when the input is 50G.
As shown in Figure 4 , Spark saves more CPU resource than MARS especially with small data size. e maximum CPU consumption for it is only half of that of MARS with the input equal to 10G and 20G. e memory usage for Spark is smaller than that of MARS when the data size is 10G and 20G. As shown in Figure 5 , the memory usage for Spark is almost 80% with 40G and 50G input that Spark cannot create more RDDs at that point. Figure 6 illustrates the latency comparison between Spark and MARS. Spark has lower latency than MARS with the increase of data sizes. Spark is suitable for iterative calculation, while MARS is suitable for batch calculation. Spark keeps a gentle low delay because of keeping data in memory. For the shu e stage, MARS uses the CPU and GPU caches instead of memory, and the data transfer between I/O caused a signi cant amount of delay. 
Bayesian Classi cation.
Bayesian classi cation is an e ective classi cation algorithm which has been widely used. e Bayesian classi cation workload contains four chained Hadoop jobs, and the rst job is the most time-consuming (taking about half of the total running time in the experiment). e performance of execution time comparison for running the Bayesian classi cation on Spark and MARS is shown in Figure 7 .
e task size ranges from 10G to 50G. It trains a classi cation model for the input data set using the stochastic gradient descent. As the input size increases, the execution time of Spark and MARS increases.
e Bayesian classi cation benchmark runs without iterations. Each task in the input task would be assigned a key, and all the data with the identical keys would be counted together. MARS is about 20% higher than Spark in CPU usage, and 30G higher in memory usage. e throughput change for MARS is not obvious with the increase of inputting data, while the throughput for MARS increases as the input size becomes larger at up to 30 MOPS than Spark as shown in Figure 8 . Massive threads of GPU are assigned for the mapping and reduction tasks Map/Reduce operation, and small and equal number of keys/values are processed by each thread so that each thread of the GPU can load balance. Finally, data processing performance is optimal, and the performance of data processing is improved eciently. Furthermore, MARS provides a better performance in processing logistic regression with speedup of up to 0.91 times as shown in Table 9 .
e speedup is a ected by the input task size. e speedup decreases when the input data size becomes larger. In the processing of the Bayesian classi cation, both MARS and Spark need high CPU consumptions as shown in Figure 9 . MARS has outstanding performance on saving memory resource. In Figure 10 , Spark consumes larger memory resource with the time increase. For MARS, the key/value pairs are written back to the disk, and massive GPU threads are assigned to each task. Since GPU does not support dynamic memory allocation, the input data and results are allocated in the graphics memory. is operation saves a lot of memory. Figure 11 represents the overall latency for the Bayesian classi cation for various input sizes for both Spark and MARS. It has become a bottleneck of data processing with the bandwidth of memory and CPU cache, while GPU has many computing cores that could provide a device memory with high bandwidth. With Spark's DAG programming model, seven MapReduce tasks can be reduced to one Spark task. Spark divides the task into eight stages automatically, and each stage contains multiple tasks that could be executed in parallel.
e data among the stages are passed through shu e and eventually read and write from HDFS only once. Spark saves 65% time to read and write from HDFS than MARS.
PageRank.
PageRank is a graphical algorithm that sorts the elements by calculating the number and quality of the links. In MARS, a lot of time is spent on the operation of Map because it cannot be used directly. In order to be able to iterate, it can only format the output. As the amount of data is increasing, there will be a lot of resources to be delivered in the Map phase. Since Spark uses RDDs to represent data structures, it just only needs one stage per iteration. Figure 12 represents the performance comparison of execution time for implementing PageRank between Spark and MARS. Table 10 sums up the MARS's speedup over Spark on the same le sets. e graph data size ranges from 10G to 50G. Spark performs better than MARS with the le size lower than 30G. However, MARS beats Spark when the le size is greater than 40G. e maximum speedup is 2.56 times. e throughput decreases as the le size increases for Spark as shown in Figure 13 , while the throughput remains constant for MARS when the data size is increased.
For Spark, PageRank demands fewer CPU resource, and it saturates the memory resource during the execution. e stable use of memory is due to the vertex and edge of the PageRank-cached memory, as an input to each iteration of the algorithm. Figure 14 illustrates the comparison of CPU usage between Spark and MARS. To implement PageRank workload, Spark consumes more memory resources and costs less CPU resources than MARS. When the batch size is small, the total GPU execution and data transfer overhead is high. For MARS, PageRank spends much time on the iterations of several jobs, and these jobs are generally CPU bound, with low memory utilizations as shown in Figure 15 . MARS has a higher latency than Spark for 30G input tasks, which has approximately 1.6 times latency than Spark for 50G tasks. In the processing of MARS, GPUs need data batching to improve resource utilization. A small-sized task for GPU threads leads to a low throughput, and a large batch size leads to a high latency.
Spark job will apply for the required executor resources, all tasks stages running in the way of threads and sharing executors. Relative to MapReduce, the number of Spark application resources is reduced by nearly 90%.
e initialization thread con guration of MARS is included the number of threads on the GPU group and the number of threads per thread group before starting each stage. MARS use massive threads in GPU and assign tasks to threads uniformly at the runtime phase. Each thread is responsible for one Map or Reduce task and manages the MapReduce framework of concurrent write through a lock-free solution with a small number of key/value pairs as input operation. Figure 16 represents the comparison of latency between Spark and MARS. Spark has lower latency than MARS when the data size increases. It is because that MARS performs segmentation and processing data in the GPU cache, in which GPU has a higher parallelism and a large number of threads than CPU while processing data. All the data are placed and processed in the memory in Spark, and the rest of the data had to be stored in the disk when the memory is full. e rest of the data are placed in memory from the disk by CPU instructions, and this will lead to a large time delay of I/O; thereby, the processing speed is reduced as the amount of data increases.
SQL Engine.
Apache Hive supports a SQL-like query language known as the Hive query language over one or multiple data les located either in a local le system or in HDFS. We evaluate Hive on MARS and Spark by selecting 20 di erent types of queries from BigBench [30] . As the size of data increases from 10G to 50G, all of 20 queries on Spark run faster than those on MARS. As illustrated in Figure 17 , in some queries (q2, q3, q4, q5, and q15) which contain "aggregation" operation among big tables or relate to iterative computing, Spark performed faster, for instance, q4 being 4 times faster than on MARS. As seen for Figure 18 , Spark has higher throughput than MARS in queries q1, q2, q3, q4, and q5. While MARS has a higher throught than Spark in some queries (from q9 to q16), which related to recursive calculation. Table 8 summarizes the MARS's speedup over Spark on the same le sets, and the maximum speedup is 3.09 times. As shown in Figure 19 , MARS consumes more CPU resource than Spark running on most queries, but the utilization of memory of Spark is much greater than that of MARS, for instance, the results of CPU utilization of query 6. Both Hive on Spark and MARS utilized on average 64% CPU. However, Spark utilized much more of memory, which is 72%, while Hive on MARS maximum used only 40%. Especially, Spark used 50% of the memory for caching data according to Figure 20 . Spark1  q2  q3  q4  q5  q6  q7  q8  q9  q10  q11  q12  q13  q14  q15  q16  q17  q18  q19 Figure 21 represents a latency performance comparison for the HiveQL query benchmark between MARS and Spark. For MARS, it takes a long time from query submission to the result return, in which a large number of GPU threads interact with the disk, and the query takes a lot of time. When Spark executes HiveQL queries, both lter and join queries are stored in memory, which can e ectively reduce the latency of interaction with I/O.
MARS

Conclusion
In this paper, we propose an evaluation performance model based on SVM for the distributed computing framework and apply it to MARS and Spark. ere are two major steps to build the performance model: the rst step is selecting a number of systems that have been scored by experts as the sample data set. After each time of mapping tasks, the resource utilization and execution time are stored in a vector and later used as a sample data set. e second step is performance modeling. e models are built by inputting the matrix of resource utilization and execution time. After comparison of the performance evaluation model based on SVM with MLR, the result shows that it has higher accuracy and ensures the objectivity and scienti city of the evaluation. e proposed evaluation model based on SVM has good classi cation ability and learning generalization ability for small sample data, and the evaluation process will become more complicated with the increase of performance indicators.
ere is no general solution to the nonlinear problem for the proposed evaluation model due to the sensitivity of SVM to missing data, and thus the selection of kernel function must be cautious. Our future work is to improve the expansibility of the traditional SVM and implement the multiclassi cation SVM.
ere are four benchmarks for comparing the performance of these two frameworks, which conclude that MARS has better performance than Spark in batch processing, while Spark has better performance in running PageRank because it is good at iteration of the same data set. e current parallel processing frameworks such as Phoenix and Disco were both developed by MapReduce based on CPU. Our future work will consider the coprocessing with MARS and Spark to achieve a higher parallel computing capability. Mobile Information Systems
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